YOUNG ADULT
TRANSITION PROGRAM
UPCOMING
EVENTS


April 6: Bowling



April 9: Wahooz
Family Fun Zone



April 16: Horseback
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Spring is Here

Riding in Garden
Valley


April 18: Disc Golf



April 21: Rock
climbing at Urban
Ascent



April 23: Silver City
Hike



April 30: Bruneau
Sand Dunes
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With Spring upon us there is much
yard work that needs to be done.
Students and mentors are working
together to prepare the property
here at Aloft. We have been doing
yard cleanup, along with prep for a
garden. To jump start our cleanup
we had the property’s vegetation
trimmed and pruned by a local
landscape company. This winter
cleanup left us with lots of dead
trees and vegetation that needed
disposed of.

Top: Matt and Olivia are working together to
chop trees into fire wood.
Right: Matt and Kwenton are working together
to chop trees into fire wood.
Left: Olivia is adding dry brush to our burn pile
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Work Projects
Many of our students have a desire to learn how to do types of metal working. With the direction and assistance from one of our mentors, Kwenton, they were able to build a forge to be
able to learn how to work and shape metals. Kwenton, who went to school for welding, will
also be teaching students how to weld.

Right: This is the completed forge. The
project included
pouring a concrete
floor and constructing
the forge with bricks.

Right: Mentors, Collin
and Robert, are teaching Matt to use the
tractor. Matt was able
to being prepping the
pasture for our soon
to arrive animals

Many students are eager to get animals,
like cows, pigs, and goats. This coming
months we will be building pens and
areas to work with our animals.

Eugene is very engaged in
doing hands on wood projects.
This past month he has
completed a holder for the
Right: Wood projects
pool cues and is currently
that have be completed working on a bench and coat
and are currently in
hanger for the entrance into
progress
the house
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Welcome Matt!
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Please welcome our newest student at Aloft Transitions. Matt was born
and raised in Waukesha, Wisconsin. He has one older brother. Matt has
many interests including hiking, fishing, playing guitar, and science. Since
coming to Aloft, Matt has began working at a custom cabinetry builder
working around the Aloft program property. He has been socializing with
the group and is enjoying Idaho! Welcome to Aloft, Matt!

Hiking the Treasure Valley
It is the perfect time of year to get
out and explore the many wonderful
areas that nature has to offer. Adrian
and Kyle are a few of our students
who take advantage of our hiking
adventures that we have happen on a
weekly occurrence.

Shout Out!
Many of our students have been
working at an exotic animal farm
called Babby Farms. Babby Farms
will give students the opportunity to
work with animals from different
corners of the world. They currently
are working hard to help get all the
animals ready for the big opening in
May.
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Schedule of Events
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April 18: Disc
Golf

16

17

April 16: Horse-

April 21: Rock
climbing at Urban Ascent



April 23: Silver
City Hike



April 30: Bruneau
Sand Dunes

Bottom Left: A
beautiful evening sunset here at Aloft

Top Left: With the
weather warming up
the neighborhood
critters are coming
out to say hello.

Right: Up close with
one of our baby
geese.
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Photos of the Month

